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This talk: study of determining position 
of the hands by key points

Using an open 
dataset using 

machine learning 
methods. 

Main focus to 
the 

development of 
key features

High quality and 
compact machine 

learning model

The 
effectiveness of 
various machine 
learning models 
were reviewed

Obtained results may be useful in the study 
labor processes with fast movements and 

short time intervals for for recognizing 
technological operations.
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Technological operations with 
supplemental tools

Human detection 
(Employees)

Tool detection Keypoints Operation 
detection

Operations with the set of

36
tools
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№ 
поручения

Ручная разметка Автоматическая разметка Комментарий

35 31,233 31,233

34 39,433 39,600

33 15,750 20,933
Несоответствие технологии операции 

(по норме - вилы, по факту - лопата )

Business metrics of operations recognition

Percent matching start-to-end 
operation 

Comparison of markup by duration of operations, norm-min.

Durations matching

The result for task No. 34

99,6% 91,6%



Keypoints

Catboost
model

Binary 
classification

Features - distances from the hands 
keypoints to the instrument

f1-score

0,83



Technological operations without tools

Human detection 
(Employees)

Hands detection Hands 
keypoints

Operation 
detection

122
Operations without 

tools



Keypoints of the hands

3 coordinates MediaPipe 
format of 
keypoints

Normalized to 0..1

Description

20
keypoints



Data: American Sigh Language -
phrases

Video phrases in 
sign language

MediaPipe Sequence of keypoints
fot each human 

participant

Data consists of

46478
phrases in ASL



Data. Sample test pharse

We have blanks in data

At the begining could 
be any symbol

Hard to visually 
recognize 

“lawanda”



Data. American Sign Language -
Symbols

individual 
characters dataset 

MediaPipe Only hand keypoints -
21*3 

35
symbols in dataset



Data. Characters dataset distribution

Distribution of individual
characters in dataset

Datase consists of 32 
thousand

Training dataset 0.8 - 20 
thousand

Validation dataset 0.2 - 6 
thousand



Model. Feature selection

The distances between 
the tips of the fingers

Fingers 
lenght

The cosine of the angle between 
the wrist point and the rest of the 

key points

Taking into 
account

207
features



Model. Some results.

Catboost 
method

Binary 
classification

Classes w/abcd

f1-score

0,79



Model. Results.

Catboost 
method

Multiclass 
classification

35 classes

f1-score

0,98



Results. Recognition phase.

“lawanda”

Multiclass classification

Threshold 0,95

CER = 0,29



Outcome. Recognition of key points

The approach has shown good
results in gesture recognition

the approach is suitable for recognizing
the sequence of finger movements in
technological operations without tools

Keypoints
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